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Using Background-Oriented Schlieren to Visualize Convection
in a Propagating Wildland Fire
Amirhessam Aminfar a, Jeanette Cobian-Iñigueza, Masoud Ghasemiana,
Nataly Rosales Espitiaa, David R. Weise b, and Marko Princevaca

aDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, University of California Riverside, Riverside, CA, USA; bForest Fire
Laboratory, PSW Research Station, USDA Forest Service, Riverside, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
Heat and mass transfer are important processes associated with wildland
fire. Both radiant and convective heat transfer are important processes
with convection often being the dominant mechanism. Unlike radiation,
there is no direct method ofmeasuring convection. Since convective heat
transfer is governed by the fluid flow, understanding the fluid flow
provides good understanding on the convective heat transfer. In fluid
mechanics, flow visualization is a common methodology used to under-
stand flow characteristics. Schlieren imagery is a common flow visualiza-
tion technique which captures changes in fluid density such as the ones
occur around a fire. Background-Oriented Schlieren (BOS) is a flow visua-
lization technique that uses a background image with various patterns to
visualize the density gradient caused by density fluctuations in a fluid. We
applied BOS to measure the flow associated with laboratory-scale line
fires. The reproducible fires were spreading in pine needle fuel beds in
a wind tunnel with and without imposed wind. This initial application of
BOS in a fire environment successfully visualized the flow around the
flame. The visualized flow underwent a secondary process to produce the
velocity field of the flow. Results indicate that even in conditions where
the fire is known to be dominated by radiation, wind carried the thermal
plume ahead of the flame front and expanded the thermal plume. In
contrast, in the no wind condition, the thermal plume remained vertical
above the fire. Using the BOS imagery, a new model for estimation of
convective heat transfer was introduced. In addition to estimation of the
convective heat transfer ahead of the fire, this new model enables
visualization of convective motion.
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Introduction

It has long been known that fuel particles can ignite when enough radiative and convective
heat is transferred to them (Fons 1946). Thus, experimental studies of fire propagation in
vegetative fuels usually focus on dynamics of the fire front and thermal measurements (Butler
et al. 2004; Silvani, Morandini, Dupuy 2012). Radiative heat transfer has been often assumed
to be the governing heat transfer mechanism in flame propagation (Albini 1986). However,
recent findings show radiation is often not sufficient by itself (Anderson, Catchpole, Butler
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2010; Cohen 2015; Finney et al. 2015; Frankman, Webb, Butler 2010; Frankman et al. 2013;
Morandini and Silvani 2010). To understand the dynamics of fire propagation in vegetative
fuels, it is crucial to include the convective mode of heat transfer. Unlike radiative heat
transfer, which can be measured using radiative heat flux gauges, no instrument can directly
measure convective heat transfer. Convective heat transfer can be quantitively calculated by
measuring total and radiative heat flux using a Schmidt-Boelter sensor (Morandini and Silvani
2010). This methodology calculates the heat flux at the surface of the sensor. Hence, this
method doesn’t provide information on the local velocity field which governs the convective
heat transfer.

Optical methods such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) have been performed to quantify
the local velocity field and flow structure of the fire environment (Lozano et al. 2010; Maynard
and Princevac 2012; Maynard, Princevac, Weise 2016; Morandini, Silvani, Susset 2012; Mungal,
Lourenco, Krothpalli 1995). The information provided by PIV is limited to the velocity field so it
cannot provide a complete picture of thermal convection because the temperature is not
measured. In more recent work, Gustenyov et al. (2018) used smoke to visualize flow over
a heated plate inside of a low-speed wind tunnel. The heated plate was used to simulate
spreading line fire. With the development of infrared imaging, thermography methodologies
can be used for the temperature mapping inside the fire plume (Clark et al. 1999). The
combination of thermography and PIV has been used to estimate the velocity and temperature
profile within the fire plume (Zhou et al. 2003). This methodology, known as Thermal Particle
Image Velocimetry (TPIV), used hotspots within the plume as tracing particles and computed
the displacement of such particles to obtain the velocity field within the fire plume. Due to the
low IR emissivity of gases, TPIVmeasurements were limited to direct tracking of hot particles in
the plume, but no direct measurements of convective gas motion around the fire are feasible.

Moreover, the temperature field around the flame fluctuates as a consequence of the
turbulent nature of the flame, the temperature field around the flame fluctuates (Butler
et al. 2004; Ho, Jakus, Parker 1976). These changes in temperature lead to density
fluctuations that can be visualized by schlieren systems (Wu, Xing, Atkinson 2000). The
common schlieren system which was introduced by Toepler (1864), needs a complex
optical system using high precision lenses and mirrors. Wernekinck and Merzkirch (1987)
tried to reduce the complexity of the schlieren system by calculating and analyzing the
displacement of laser-generated speckle patterns. Background-Oriented Schlieren (BOS),
and Background-Oriented Optical Tomography (BOOT) were invented almost simulta-
neously by Dalziel, Hughes, and Sutherland (2000) and Meier (1999). In the development
of BOS, Meier used PIV approach and captured optical distortion of the PIV-like speckled
background noise. The optical distortion produced a pseudo-PIV with the particle dis-
placement characterizing the distortion. While BOS is actually synthetic background-
distortion schlieren, the BOS acronym is well-established (Gary S. Settles and Hargather
2017). Because of its easy and inexpensive configuration, BOS has become an important
tool in flow visualization (Meier 2002) and can be used for 2D and 3D reconstruction of
the flow field. Various methods of BOS using different backgrounds have been developed
(Bauknecht et al. 2014; Leopold 2007; Ota et al. 2011; Wetzstein, Raskar, Heidrich 2011).
The primary results from these various methods are visualizations of the flow field, density
gradients and density associated with the flow field.

Schlieren systems and speckled noise patterns have been used for a wide variety of flow
imagery applications in different scales, frommicrovascular flow (Aminfar et al. 2019) to flow
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of a supersonic aircraft (Heineck et al. 2016) and flow visualization around a turbulent flame
(Albers and Agrawal 1999; Brequigny et al. 2018; Choi et al. 2019; Förster et al. 2016; Harker
et al. 2012; Mattsson et al. 2004; Schwar andWeinberg 1969). Schlieren imagery in fire plume
applications has been usually deployed to a controlled burner flame rather than vegetative
fuel beds. Recently Grauer et al. (2018) applied background-oriented optical tomography and
reconstructed the 3D instantaneous refractive index field of a turbulent flame. Typically,
schlieren images have not been processed to obtain secondary data such as velocity fields and
important parameters related to the flow structure. These studies did not investigate and
visualize the hot gas plume behavior when an external flow is present.

In the present study, 2D Background-Oriented Schlieren was used to visualize hot gases
around a turbulent diffusion flame as it spread in a porous vegetative fuel bed. The
experiments were performed with and without the presence of external flow (wind).
The flow images underwent secondary analysis to obtain information on flow field and
convective structure around the flame. Section 2 gives a brief background on BOS
followed by a description of the experimental setup in Section 3. The calculation process
and procedures for flow visualization and velocity calculation are presented in Section 4,
and the results of experimental measurements are demonstrated in Section 5.

Background

In this section, assumptions and theories related to BOS are introduced, followed by
a brief introduction to the computer algorithms deployed for processing BOS data.

Background-oriented schlieren

The fundamental principle and governing equation for schlieren flow visualization in
gases are the Gladstone-Dale equation (Gladstone and Dale 1863).

n� 1 ¼ K λð Þ ρ (1)

where n is the refractive index of the medium which is linearly proportional to density of
the medium ρ. The proportionality constant, K λð Þ, is known as the Gladstone-Dale
constant and is a very weak function of temperature and is a function of the wavelength
λ and the chemical composition of the medium (Gladstone and Dale 1863). For air, K λð Þ
is usually taken to be 0:23 10�3 m3=kgð Þ. Figure 1, shows a simple setup of Background-
Oriented Schlieren configuration. ZD is the distance of the inhomogeneous field from the
background noise pattern. ZB is the distance of the camera lens from the background. �y
represent the deflection angle. L is the depth of the inhomogeneous flow field, f is the focal
length of the camera, Δy0 is the displacement in the camera sensor plane and Δy is
displacement in the background plane.

In the configuration such as the ones represented by Figure 1, the image of the
background noise patterns does not get distorted when there is a homogenous density
field between the pattern and the camera. However, if there is a density gradient (inho-
mogeneous field) when light encounters the density gradient fields, it deflects with the
deflection angle, �y. The camera sensor records the deflection as displacement Δy0. The
displacement, Δy0 can be measured by comparing the background image with and without
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the inhomogeneous field. According to schlieren theory (G. S. Settles 2001; Wey 1954),
�yis a line integral of the reflective index gradient @n=@y along the optical axis z. For
a planar 2D BOS, the refractive gradient is assumed to be constant along the z axis. The
Schlieren equation can be written as

�y ¼ 1
n

ð
@n
@y

dz ¼ L
n1

@n
@y

� �
(2)

where L is the depth of the inhomogeneous medium, and n1 is the refractive index of
the ambient air. From Figure 1

tan �y
� � ¼ Δy

ZD
¼ Δy0

ZB
f (3)

assuming that the deflection angle is small (�y ffi tan �y
� �Þ, Equations 2 and 3 are

combined to give:

Δy0 ¼ ZD
f
ZB

L
n1

@n
@y

� �
(4)

Δy ¼ ZD
L
n1

@n
@y

� �
(5)

Values of L; n1;ZD; f ;ZB are constant and depend only on the configuration of the
experimental setup. Applying the Gladstone-Dale principal (Equation 1), to Equations 4
and 5, results in

@ρ

@y
¼ n1ZB

K λð Þ ZDfL
Δy0 ¼ G1Δy

0 (6)

@ρ

@y
¼ n1

K λð ÞZDL
Δy ¼ G2Δy (7)

Background noise 
Inhomogeneous field

Camera

Figure 1. Simple schematic of BOS configuration.
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where G1 and G2 are constants which depend on the setup configuration and the
Gladstone-Dale constant. The simplifications introduced in Equation 6 and 7 are based
on the assumption the changes in density gradient are more significant than changes in
the Gladstone-Dale constant (K λð Þ=@y � 1Þ.

Combining Equations 6 and 7 with using the common linear variation in density with
temperature (ρ ¼ ρ0½1þ β T � T0ð Þ] where β is the thermal expansion coefficient, it can be
shown that:

@T
@y

¼ C1Δy
0 (8)

@T
@y

¼ C2Δy (9)

where C1 and C2 are constants which depend on the setup configuration, K λð Þ and β.
Since this method visualizes density gradients, it directly leads to the visualization of

baroclinicity (de Ris 2013).

Displacement calculations

As shown in Equation 6, the density gradient for every pixel is obtained by calculating
displacement (Δy0) between the distorted and undistorted images. Displacement vectors
can be derived using common cross-correlation algorithms developed primarily for PIV
applications. A common open-source software is OPEN-PIV (Taylor et al. 2010). PIV
cross-correlation algorithms result in loss of resolution, especially when higher BOS
sensitivity requires a bigger integration window (Venkatakrishnan and Meier 2004).

In computer science, the calculation of the displacement vectors from a pair of images
is commonly referred to as optical flow estimation. Atcheson, Heidrich, and Ihrke (2009)
compared optical flow algorithms with cross-correlation algorithms for BOS flow visua-
lization and found that optical flow algorithms significantly increased the resolution of
BOS. Settles and Hargather (2017) concluded although image cross-correlation processing
is more straightforward, optical flow algorithms are preferable due to a better resolution.
Horn and Schunck (1980) and Lucas and Kanade (1981) are the two most common
optical-flow algorithms used. In this study, in addition to the Horn-Schunck and Lucas–
Kanade algorithms, more complex optical flow algorithms, such as Farneback’s algorithm
(2003), Brox algorithm (2004) and TV-L1 algorithm (Zach, Pock, Bischof 2007), were
applied to the BOS dataset. Usually, optical flow algorithms are computationally expen-
sive; making real-time imaging almost impossible (Gary S. Settles and Hargather 2017).
However, the computational speed of optical flow algorithms can be improved signifi-
cantly by developing an optical flow algorithm on a GPU architecture, such as the Nvidia1

CUDA platform. In this study, all the optical flow algorithms, except for Horn-Schunck,
were developed using Nvidia’s CUDA platform for faster computation.

1The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not imply
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service.
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Experimental setup

The measurements described in the present paper are part of a larger study that is measuring
and modeling pyrolysis of common plant species located in the southern United States (Weise,
et. al., 2018b). As part of this larger study, pyrolysis gases are beingmeasured in association with
a series of fires performed in awind tunnel (Lozano 2011) (Cobian-Iñiguez et al. 2017) located at
the USDA Forest Service Pacific Southwest Research Station fire laboratory in Riverside, CA. To
create a reproducible flame front, 1000 g of longleaf pine needles (Pinus palustris Mill) were
uniformly distributed to provide a porous fuel bed with the width of 0.8 m and length of 2 m.
Small nursery plants were interspersed in the second meter of the fuel bed. Experiments were
performed with and without a wind of 0:44� 0:2m=s. The wind was measured at approxi-
mately 30 cm above the fuel bed. The range in ambient temperature was 24� 2�C and relative
humidity averaged 50� 1 %. A total of 97 fires were burned and imagery collected for BOS.
Forty-two fires had no wind and 55 had an imposed wind. Mean fuel moisture content of the
longleaf pine needles was 9:5� 0:2 and 10:4� 0:3 percent for the wind and no wind fires,
respectively. The rate of spread was 12:4� 0:5mm=sand 5:3� 0:1mm=s for the wind and no
wind fires, respectively (Norris 1940).

The BOS system was constructed as an addition to the tunnel. A simple random noise
function generated the background patterns on transparent paper which were placed on
a lightbox for illumination. Images were captured using a DSLR camera with a frame rate
of 60 frames per second. To capture image distortion, the camera was focused manually
on the background noise pattern, and the camera frame was adjusted to maximize the
amount of the noise background seen. Figure 2-a shows a schematic of the simple BOS
system in the low-speed wind tunnel. Figure 2(b) shows an image obtained by the camera.
Note the small portion of the fuel bed that was visible.

In order to estimate density gradients, it is also necessary to measure the distances required
for calculation of constant G1 and G2 in Equations 6 and 7. These distances and other needed
parameters are summarized in Table 1. One should keep in mind that these values are
dependent on the experimental condition (i.e. n1;K λð Þ) and experimental setup (i.e.
ZD; f ; LÞ. Once G1 and G2 are known, C1 and C2 can be calculated by knowing the value β,
which for gases is 1=T1, where T1 is the ambient temperature. Also included in Table 1 is
Camera Pixel Size which is necessary for calibrating displacement, Δy0, in Equation 6.

BOS data analysis

Flow visualization

In the first step, we applied the optical flow algorithms that were discussed in Section 2.2. The
displacement was calculated by comparing the images of a distorted and undistorted back-
ground. The blue channel of the three channel (RGB) DSLR camera image showed less detail
of the flame itself, leading to a greater number of meaningful data points. The optical flow
algorithms estimated the displacement in x and ydirections (Δx;ΔyÞ, which were related to
@ρ=@y and @ρ=@x using Equation 6. For visualization purposes, the magnitude of the density
gradient vector�ρwas calculated and visualized (Figure 3). The first row shows the raw image
of the flame and the undistorted reference frame. The second row shows red, green and blue
channels of both images. The third row demonstrates the calculated magnitude of the density
gradient vector �ρ using different optical flow algorithms and block matching algorithm.
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From the images, the Farneback algorithm produces a smoother visualization with less noise
compared to all other algorithms.

Density gradient image velocimetry

Quantitively the visualizations developed in the previous section provide data on the density
gradient and do not provide information about the velocity structures of the flow field. Since
velocity is crucial to understanding the flow behavior in different conditions, velocimetry
techniques which use BOS have been proposed (Bühlmann et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2014).
Bühlmann et al. (2014) suggested that “PIV analysis” of the BOS displacement field (using

Lon  leaf Pine Needle Fuel bed

Fan

Noise Back round 

Fire

Camera 

a

b

Figure 2. Simple schematic experimental setup. (a) The experimental setup inside the low-speed wind
tunnel (b) the image captured by the camera.

Table 1. Properties used to calculate G1 in Equation 6.
Property Value

n1 1.0023
ZD 3.28m
f 0.2m
L 0.6 m
K λð Þ 0:23� 10�3(m3/kg)
Camera Pixel Size 3:92� 10�6m
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density gradient data as tracing particles) could be performed to spatially estimate local
convective velocities. Most of the velocities obtained by “PIV-analysis” of the displacement
field represent the velocities of the bigger structures of the flow field with no details at small
scale due to the lack of resolution (Raffel 2015). One main reason for this lack of resolution is
that the “PIV analysis” commonly uses a block matching algorithm for its calculation. Since
optical flow algorithms have higher spatial resolution, they were applied to the displacement
data set. Since density gradient data have been traced, we refer to this methodology as
Density Gradient Image Velocimetry (DGIV). Furthermore, the density gradient data were
vectors. Thus, calculation of the displacement vectors required a separate displacement
calculation for each vector component.

As in density gradient calculation, algorithms that are sensitive to all the scales of
motion are required. This group of optical flow algorithms uses a multiresolution coarse-
to-fine algorithm called an image pyramid. An image pyramid is made by repeatedly
downsampling an image by a given factor. This factor can have any value smaller than one

Figure 3. Imagery, color channels (red, green, blue) and calculated magnitude of density gradient for
different optical flow algorithms.
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and depends on the image size and the sensitivity of the deployed algorithm. The optical
flow was found on the smallest image in the pyramid and is used to unwarp the next
smallest image. Interpolation was used for the fractional pixel locations. This process was
then iterated until reaching the original image resolution (Anandan 1989). Brox et al.
(2004), TV-L1 (Zach, Pock, Bischof 2007) and Farneback algorithms (Farnebäck 2003)
used in this paper, incorporate this procedure. We used the Brox algorithm because it
damped high-frequency spurious errors.

Figure 4 demonstrates the procedure of vector field computation. The top left box
shows the two consecutive raw images of the flame and the density gradient field
computed using the Farneback algorithm. The top right plot shows the velocity vector
field calculated using the Brox optical flow algorithm applied to the density gradient field.
The bottom box shows magnification of the four boxed areas from the vector field
superimposed on the density gradient magnitude.

Estimation of convective heat transfer using BOS

The density gradient data and the velocity vectors could be used to estimate density,
temperature, and subsequently convective heat transfer. However, this methodology is
computationally expensive. Since convective heat transfer is generally related to the
turbulent motion in the flow field, visualization of the turbulent structure could provide
information on convective heat transfer. Following this idea, Hargather and Settles (2011)
proposed a new method of processing BOS images. They suggested processing of two
different flow field images relative to one another instead of comparing a disturbed and
undisturbed image of the noise background. This procedure reveals only the changes
caused by fluctuation in the refractive flow field between the two images. Hargather and
Settles further suggested that this technique visualized the turbulent part of the thermal
plume. Using Hargather and Settles (2011) rationale, we propose a methodology to
correlate fluctuations in the flow field to convective heat flux. Rewriting Equation 2 as

�y ¼ 1
n

ð
@n
@y

dz ¼ � Lρ1βK λð Þ
n1

@T
@y

� �
(12)

Equation 12 shows that the deflection angle,�y is a function of the temperature gradient.
According to Fourier’s law heat flux is caused by a temperature gradient, therefore here we
rewrite Equation 12 as

�y ¼ 1
n

ð
@n
@y

dz ¼ Lρ1βK λð Þ
n1

qy
k

(13)

Here k is the thermal conductivity and qy is the heat flux density in the y direction. In this
way (Equation 13) we related heat flux to the deflection angle. When convective heat
transfer is present, heat flux density q can be written as:

q
k
¼ ��T � 1

α
u0
!
T0 (14)
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Here α is the thermal diffusivity and u0 and T’ are velocity and temperature fluctuations.
The additional term represents the heat transfer caused by turbulent convection.
Considering only convection,� �T can be ignored resulting in Equation 15.

�y ¼ 1
n
�
@n
@y

dz ¼ � Lρ1βK λð Þ
αn1

u0T0 ¼ � LK λð Þ
αn1

u0ρ0 ¼ � L
αn1

u0n0 (15)

Figure 4. Illustration of vector field calculation.
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Equation 15 demonstrates that when a light ray travels in the z direction and intersects
a region of convective flow, the light will bend. This is the same phenomenon where an
optical wave propagating through a medium experience irradiance (intensity) fluctuations
also known as optical turbulence. Combining Equation 15 with Hargather and Settles
(2011) methodology and applying the same steps used to developing Equations 6 and 7,
convection can be correlated to calculated displacement vectors as

u0ρ0 ¼ � αn1ZB

K λð ÞZDfL
Δy0 ¼ �α G1Δy

0 (16)

u0ρ0 ¼ � αn1
K λð ÞZDL

Δy ¼ �αG2Δy
0 (17)

It has to be noted that displacements in Equation 16 and 17 are calculated by comparing
two consecutive frame of BOS image.

Results and discussion

Applying the procedures described above, the thermal plume, derived velocity field and
estimated convective flux for flames subjected to two wind conditions are presented.

Visualization of the thermal plume of propagating flame

For the flow visualization, 11,600 images were processed for a single burn. Since it is not
feasible to show all these data, six images are shown in Figure 5 for a no wind fire. For better
understanding and visualization all raw and processed images were combined in video files
(Supplemental files video 1 (no wind) and 2 (wind)). In the images the flame propagated from
right to left; however, image 1 occurred in the time before image 2. For visualization purposes,
all calculated properties were normalized to have a value between 0 and 255 in the video files.
Due to the slow rate of spread of the flame, 100 to 200 seconds after ignition, flow was seen
moving from left to right. This flow was caused by natural entrainment of air towards the
flame. As the flame entered the field of view, the thermal plume associated with the flame
could be seen. Looking closely at the flame in the left image the noise patterns around the
flame flickered and moved. This distortion was captured by the optical flow algorithm to the
visualize the thermal plume. When the fire left the field of view around 250 seconds after
ignition, air entrainment towards the plume could be visualized again. Also, the heat flux from
non-combustible ash from the burned pine needles caused as small thermal plumes.

In the second experimental set, the external wind speed was set to 0.44m=s Video 2, and
Figure 5(b) demonstrates the results of these experimental sets. The initial frames of video
2 occur before the ignition time. Shortly after ignition, the thermal plume ahead of the
flame became visible for 60 seconds until the flame reached the field of view. The direction
of the thermal plume was in the same direction as of the wind but as the flame approached
the field of view, the thermal plume was more aligned with the direction of the flame due
to the strong buoyancy force. Even though the Byram’s convective number (Nelson 1993;
Weise et al. 2018a) for this case was calculated to be 67, which indicates the presence of
high radiation power, BOS visualized a strong convective flow ahead of the flame. After
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141 seconds from ignition, as the flame passed the field of view, the wind was visualized.
Since the ashes from the burnt fuel had higher temperatures than the ambient wind,
a turbulent thermal boundary layer formed behind the flame.

Velocity profile of propagating flame

The results of applying the DGIV algorithm to the images in Figure 5 can be seen in
Figure 6 (no wind) and 7 (with wind). These images provide a general representation of
the velocity field as the fire propagated in the fuel bed. The velocity profile was also
evaluated along a vertical transect (black lines) that were selected to give a general
understanding of the velocity vectors relative to flame location. With DGIV, if there was
no density gradient no fluid motion of the fluid could be detected.

When no wind was present, the fire was buoyancy-driven, and the main motion of the
thermal plume was upward. Because of baroclinic vorticity, vortices were generated next
to the flame. These phenomena can be seen in the velocity vectors. The transect velocities

Figure 5. Six snapshot of fire propagation in a vegetative fuel bed. (a) without the presence of wind (b)
when an external wind of u ¼ 0:44m=s is present.
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in image one and two show the buoyancy-driven upward motion of hot gases in front of
the fire. In the third and fourth image, the transects were located inside the plume. The
velocity vectors showed strong upward motion of the plume as well as the horizontal
motions caused by baroclinic vorticity and turbulent convection. The transect velocities in
the fifth and sixth images show velocity vector on the lee side of the fire plume.

Figure 7 shows the fire propagation when 0.44 m/s wind was present. Under this
condition, also known as wind-driven fire, the direction of motion of the thermal plume

Figure 6. Velocity vector field of fire propagating in vegetative fuel when no wind is present.
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was more horizontal and aligned to the direction of the wind. The velocity vectors captured
the effect of wind, especially, before flame entered the field of view. The transect vectors in
the first three images show the motion of the wind-driven fire ahead of the flame before the
flame entered the field of view. In image 4, the velocity transect was located a short distance
ahead of the flame. The transect vectors demonstrated the combination of vertical motion
due to buoyancy and horizontal motion caused by the wind. In image 5, the transect was at
the close distance before the plume. The vectors captured the combination of horizontal

Figure 7. Velocity vector field of wind-driven fire.
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entrainment caused by the wind, along with buoyant motion cause by hot remaining ashes.
In Image 6, the transect vectors were further removed from the flame, and they captured the
horizontal wind motion close to the surface.

Estimation of convective heat flux ahead of propagating flame

Applying the model developed in Equation 16 and 17 to the dataset of the propagating flame,
convective heat flux can be calculated assuming q ¼ T1cpu0ρ0 . Where T1is ambient tem-
perature and cp is specific heat of air. Figure 8 illustrates convective heat flux derived from
Figure 5. When no wind was present the convective heat transfer structures were closer to the
flame itself. In the wind-driven fire, convection was ahead of the flame. Convective heat
transfer increased as distance to the flame decreased. The calculated value shown in Figure 9,
demonstrates the convective preheating of the fuel bed. These values are based on various
assumptions such as the convective profile is constant in line of sight axis (z axis in Figure 1).
Nevertheless, the presented methodology visualizes the convective heat transfer ahead of the
fire and it can be used to understand the effect of wind on preheating of the fuel bed.

Effect of wind speed and ambient temperature on estimated convective heat flux

In the previous section, the thermal plume and velocity vectors associated with the fire was
visualized and calculated. Furthermore, our purposed methodology which was introduced in
Section (4.3) was deployed to visualize and estimate convective heat transfer of hot gases around
the flame using consecutive BOS images. It has been seen that wind pushes the thermal plume
ahead of the flame. The presence of convective eddies ahead of the flame enhances preheating of
fuel. To quantitively understand the effect of wind on thermal convection, the convective heat
flux profile was analyzed in three different distances from the flame.Moreover, in addition to the
experimental sets presented in Section 5, a third case is also introduced, in which the wind speed
is increased to 1m=sand the ambient temperature is reduced and kept at 4:4�C. For this
comparison, images with approximately same flame geometry were compared. The selected
frames along with the density gradient profile and convective heat flux profile can be seen in
Figure 9. The calculated values on these lines can be seen in figure 10.

It can be seen from Figures 9 and 10, for approximately the same flame geometry,
presence of wind increases convective heat flux. Moreover, higher the wind speed, more
area the convective thermal plume ahead of flame covers.

Figure 10 evaluation of convective heat flux on red, Green and Blue line in figure 10. It
can be seen heat flux decreases farther away from the flame. Also, it can be seen, higher
the wind speed higher the heat flux is ahead of the fire.

BOS is based on the fact that hot gases around the fire plume have different density compared
to the surrounding fluid. These fluctuations cause changes in refractive index, which is the
reason for the background image to get distorted. When applying BOS to reacting flow, the
changes in density are not solely caused by changes in temperature. The products of the
combustion reaction are gases that have different density than air. Therefore, since the exact
compositions of gases are unknown, it was more relevant to analyze the density gradient and
fluctuations rather than changes in temperature. In reactive flows, it is a good assumption that
when comparing two consecutive frames of images, turbulent mass and heat transfer are equal.
Development of Equation 15 is based on this assumption.
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Figure 8. Convective heat transfer around a fire propagating in a vegetative fuel bed. (a) without the
presence of wind (b) when external wind of u ¼ 0:44m=s is present.

Figure 9. Comparison of thermal plume around fire in different wind condition. Each column repre-
sents the wind condition. The first row is the raw frame of image, second row is magnitude of the
density vectors and third row is the measured convective heat flux. The vertical red line is approxi-
mately 3.375 cm, the green line is approximately 13.5 cm, and the blue line is approximately 21.477 cm
ahead of the flame.
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Conclusion

Recent findings elaborate the importance of convective heat transfer in fire propagation in
vegetative fuels. In this work, Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS) was used as a simple
method of flow visualization around the fire. BOS made it possible to visualize the thermal

Figure 10. Evaluation of convective heat flux on red, Green and Blue line in figure 10. It can be seen heat flux
decreases farther away from the flame. Also, it can be seen, higher thewind speed higher the heat flux is ahead
of the fire
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plume associated with the fire as the flame propagated through the fuel bed. This enabled
us to effortlessly see how in wind-driven fire, the wind forces the thermal plume ahead of
the flame while in the non-wind driven fire the thermal plume is attached to the flame
itself. Next, we demonstrated that by applying Density Gradient Image Velocimetry
(DGIV) to the result of BOS the flow associated with the thermal plume can be visualized
as well. Finally, it was shown that comparing consecutive frame of images makes it
possible to visualize and quantify convective heat transfer.

In this study 2D BOS was used, consequently the images and data are planar projection
of a 3D phenomenon. All the values obtained assumes that when a linear flame is present,
all the properties do not change in the direction of line of sight. As flame front deviates
from linear this assumption could cause uncertainty on the quantitative results. Thus, the
computed values may not be exact. However, this methodology still can provide general
understanding of the convective heat transfer for example, as demonstrated here, how it
changes in different wind condition.
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